Accommodation Assignment for academic year 2014/2015:

The University Committee assigned an accommodation for the whole duration of the academic year (September 2014 – June 2015), at the expense of Ca’ Foscari for the first two months (fifteen accommodation seats are totally available), to the following candidates:

AKULA BHAGYALAXMI
ANYANWU SIXTUS
CALLUS MONICA
CHENMANANINI KARTHIK
DAM THAI THU
DASARI VENKATA MURALI KRISHNA
IZADIFAR MORTEZA
KHASKHALI BILAWAL
LAKKARAM SAYANNA
NGUYEN THI LAM KIEU
PIPPERA CHINNA REDDY
RAVI PRITHI
SADASIVAM PALANIVEL
YU YEDI
YUDISTIRA RADITYA DHABIT

Countries with low human development:

Further five accommodation seats are assigned for the whole duration of the academic year (September 2014 – June 2015), at the expense of Ca’ Foscari for the whole year, to the following candidates:

HUSSAIN M.M.MUSHARAF
MAJUMDER MD.MARUF FOYSAL
RAIHAN SHARIF
SAHA JONY
UDDIN MD NIZAM

Acceptance Modality:

The selected candidates must confirm the acceptance of the accommodation seat through the payment of a minimal tuition fee (namely 201,00 Euros) by 7-th March. Would this not occur, the candidate will not be able to benefit of the accommodation seat.

The payment must be proceeded through bank transfer.

The transfer must be assigned to “University Ca’ Foscari of Venice” using the following bank routing numbers:

IBAN code: IT 48 G 05034 02071 0000 0001 4001
SWFT code for foreign bank transfers: BAPPIT21710
Bank: Banco Popolare Società Cooperativa
Address: Fondamenta S. Chiara 515/A - Santa Croce - Venezia - Italia
On the Bank Transfer it is necessary to indicate:

Last Name and First Name
Reason for payment: acceptance of accommodation seat

For information
International Welcome Desk
welcome@unive.it